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"I managed to jump over 1.84m but I thought I could jump higher. I need to consolidate my skills so that I can challenge my own record of 1.88m, before the 2020 Tokyo Olympics."

Cecilia Yeung 楊文蔚 (BBA student)
Sports Scholar 2014; Sportswoman 2017
Hong Kong Record Holder of the Women’s High Jump;
Silver medallist in the Women’s High Jump at the 22nd Asian Athletics Championships 2017;
Bronze medallist in the Women’s High Jump at the 5th Asian Indoor & Martial Arts Games Ashgabat 2017
Failures are common and a 'must' for every world-class athlete. I failed at Taipei 2017 Universiade, but I did not lose because I learnt a lot. I will work hard to reinvigorate myself so I will be able to perform the best I can at future competitions.

Chan Ming-tai 陳銘泰 (BBA(Acc&Fin) student)
Sports Scholar 2013; Sportsman 2014 - 2017
Hong Kong Record Holder of the Men's Long Jump; Silver medallist in the Men's Long Jump at the 22nd Asian Championships 2017; Bronze medallist in the Men's Long Jump at the 5th Asian Indoor & Martial Arts Games Ashgabat 2017
“Rugby gives me hope and happiness, yet there is also disappointment and frustration. The biggest one was being injured a week before the Hong Kong Sevens in 2012 when I was due to make my debut as the youngest player on the squad. I finally made it the next year... We don't have many opportunities to be full-time athletes, so shouldn't I do it when I am young?”

Cado Lee 李卡度 (BSc(Exercise&Health) 2013)
Former member of the Hong Kong National Rugby Union Team (Sevens); currently plays for the Abiko-based NEC Green Rockets, a Japanese rugby union team in the Top League.

“I always get frustrated at competitions, no matter how well I perform in training. But I never get too downcast. I just keep doing my best. I would like to thank my coach who tells me what I have done wrong.”

David Sun 辛法義 (BSc(Surv) 2002),
Sports Scholar 1999
After graduating from HKU, David joined the Fire Services Department and became a Senior Station Officer. He continues swimming and participating in competitions, such as the World Firefighters Games.
Anyone who has played a sport knows the thrill of victory, and the bitterness of defeat.

But that which can be gained from participation: motivation, discipline, teamwork, fair play, self-esteem and prowess, makes the experience and journey worthwhile, and can sustain one through life’s challenges. Together, these qualities form the basis of the ethos of sport.

Sport builds courage and determination; stamina, endurance and perseverance; positivity and resilience; and upholds the spirit of fair play. HKU Sports Scholars have proved their sporting mettle with encouraging results at local, regional and international competitions. They have also failed but they are never defeated. Their resilience celebrates the values of sportsmanship for Hong Kong and HKU.

Yung Kam-wah 翁金驊 (BBA 2001), Sports Scholar 1998 who has been the coach of the HKU Basketball Team for 16 years, says that “Tears and Glory” is a great phrase that summarises the struggle and happiness shared by HKU athletes. “Three years ago, the HKU Men’s Basketball Team lost to the Polytechnic University team at the Finals of The University Sports Federation of Hong Kong, China Limited (USFHK) Basketball Competition. The team had spent a whole year preparing for the game and they were only one step away from achieving their dream. There is no doubt that winning the USFHK Champion is every player’s ultimate goal.”

During the game, the team was down the whole time. “But, I could see the fire in every player’s eyes and their desire to win. The team did make a run in the final two minutes and reduced the deficit to two points.” The PolyU team managed to stand until the end. After the game the HKU players were very disappointed, but understood there could be only one winner. As a coach, Yung encouraged the team to move forward and prepare for the following year. “I was simply touched by their tenacity during the game and their maturity following the loss. I am confident that one day the HKU Men’s Basketball Team will pick up the trophy and bring glory to themselves and HKU.”

Rainbow Ip 葉穎寶 (BBA(Acc&Fin) student), Sports Scholar 2015, lost at the recent 29th Summer Universiade in Taipei in August 2017, “I was not performing well and it was painful when I saw my parents’ disappointed faces. I always want to achieve my best but this has become a big obstacle for me. I have to learn how to handle the pressure.” A month later, Rainbow won a silver medal in women’s 100m breaststroke and a gold medal in the women’s 4X100m Medley Relay event with a new Hong Kong record at the 5th Asian Indoor & Martial Arts Games Ashgabat 2017. “I want to thank my parents, coaches, teammates and the HKU community for their support and guidance in times of success and failure.”

Two-time Olympic swimmer, Elaine Chan 陳宇寧 (BEcon&Fin 2010), Sports Scholar 2007 and Sportswoman 2008, faced massive criticism after the Athens Olympics where she performed poorly. “I felt terrible! But the experience was not entirely a failure to me.
“80,000 voices cheering and a full stadium might be an once-in-a-lifetime experience for many. Although I didn’t break the Hong Kong record at the London Olympics, I was excited to stand amongst the top athletes and be inspired by their sprinting forms and warm-up procedures, which I could then use to help me to overcome my weaknesses.”

Erica Fong 方綺蓓 (BA 2014), Sports Scholar 2010; Sportswoman 2011 & 2013 Women’s 100m at London 2012 Olympics

“Year 1 at HKU was tough for me as my coach at Kitchee expected me to fully commit to football. The travel time was also too long as I lived in Sai Kung, trained in Kowloon and studied in Pokfulam. But, I enjoyed playing football and my life is all about football.”

Jaimes McKee 麥基 (BSc(Exercise&Health) 2011), Sports Scholar 2008, became captain of Sun Pegasus in 2012 and was the top scorer in the Hong Kong First Division for the 2012/13 season. He now plays for Eastern Sports Club Football Team as well as the Hong Kong National Football team.
Any failure is always a chance to learn.” After finishing her first degree at Ohio State University, Elaine continued her studies at HKU. On each practice day, she travelled between Shatin and Hong Kong Island and, although it was a considerable commute, she insisted on not skipping any classes. She said, “Despite all the ‘pain’, I would not give up. Sport gives me satisfaction and pride.”

Windsurfer Hayley Chan 陈晞文 (BA student), Sports Scholar 2010, had a serious accident just two months before the London Olympics in 2012. She collided with a 49er Olympic sailing boat whilst training and broke five ribs and had a midline incision from a splenectomy. “If I could survive having a third of my blood inside my abdominal cavity, I felt I ought to do everything for my life’s dream: the Olympic dream.” In just one month, Hayley resumed training on water. “When I moved into the Olympic Sailing Village, I couldn’t hold my tears. I couldn’t wait to get on my board, hold my sail and see how fast I could go. At that moment, I knew I had nothing to lose, and only better was yet to come.” Hayley finished 12th at her first Olympic Games. She did not win but, she achieved her dream. “There are always more hurdles to jump over. That’s is what makes life interesting.”

“I can say it is never easy to be a sportsman and a university student at the same time, said Yung Kam-wah. Despite the pressures of studying, HKU athletes always devote their sweat, tears and even blood to shine when competing against other talented athletes. “They are fighting not only for their own pride, but also for the glory of HKU. It is fair to say that everyone should pay their utmost respect to our HKU athletes.”

**Excellence, talents and multiple intelligences**

HKU values multiple intelligences, talents and competencies beyond academic merit and has been admitting and supporting sportsmen and sportswomen of exceptional athletic ability for more than half a century. Since 1964, over 100 students with outstanding achievements in sports have been commended as “Sportsman” or “Sportswoman” of the Year. In 1995, HKU became the first university in Hong Kong to introduce a Sports Scholarship Scheme with the aim of embracing a diversity of talents and retaining elite athletes in Hong Kong. To date, around 400 Sports Scholars, both local and international, have been admitted to HKU.

The Scheme offers an alternative path for admission for outstanding young athletes whose pre-university experience includes a significant commitment to the pursuit of sporting excellence, as well as meeting the entrance requirements for their particular academic programme of study. The Scheme does not provide monetary support but gives recognition to athletes as they pursue their sporting and academic goals.

“In 1995, HKU became the first university in Hong Kong to introduce a Sports Scholarship Scheme with the aim of embracing a diversity of talents and retaining elite athletes in Hong Kong. To date, around 400 Sports Scholars, both local and international, have been admitted to HKU.

“Due to training and competitions, Sports Scholars often take longer to complete their degree programmes. They also have greater travel commitments, having to go to and from campus and the Hong Kong Sports Institute (HKSI) on a daily basis.
“I always highly valued all opportunities to compete with other athletes from around the world so I can pursue my personal best.”

Vicky Chan 陳慧琪 (BEng(CIV) 2005), Sports Scholar 2000
Windsurfing Silver medallist at the 15th Asian Games, Doha 2006; Gold medallist at the World University Games 2005

Commissioner for Sports, Yeung Tak-keung 楊德強 (BA 1984, Sportsman 1984), Sports Scholars Coco Lin 連翊希 (BA(LS) 2017, Sportswoman 2016) (1st left) and Moonie Chu 朱嘉望 (BSocSc student, Sportswoman 2014) (1st right) at the signing ceremony of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between HKU and the Hong Kong Sports Institute on October 17, 2017.

The MOU aims to formalise the cooperation between the two institutions in the development of elite athletes’ dual career pathways, encouraging them to strike a balance between study and elite training. Coco and Moonie are elite fencers who are Bronze medallists in Women’s Epee Team in the 2017 Asian Fencing Championship in Hong Kong. They have turned to full-time training and set their targets for the 2018 Asian Games.
Many also face the common dilemma of whether they should participate in competitions or internships and overseas exchange programmes, as required by their study programmes. A more flexible curriculum and learning modes would greatly lower the pressure upon them and facilitate their training and preparation for competitions,” said Dr Duncan J Macfarlane, Acting Director of the Centre for Sports and Exercise. “As athletes and university students, Sports Scholars also need special mentoring to help them cope with the pressure and demands they find themselves under,” he mentioned. “Financial support is equally important to Sports Scholars who are less privileged and have no spare time for part-time jobs. The University can also enhance facilities on campus, especially those for physical strength, conditioning and testing, which will also help athletes to meet their goals.”

Dr Michael Tse, Assistant Director of the Centre for Sports and Exercise and former elite rowing athlete, found a different problem. “HKU athletes, particularly those who have to travel back and forth for daily training at the HKSI, are very time-crunched. Having a food location on campus that serves nutritious foods suitable for athletes, but open to all, would serve the needs of our athletes and also allow other students and staff on campus to experience the kinds of foods athletes eat.”

Professor John Spinks, Director of Undergraduate Admissions and Senior Advisor to the President who helped to set up the Sports Scholarship Scheme in 1995, expressed that his main concern for the Sports Scholars was not financial but how to enrich their learning experience and equip them with the skills they will need in their lives beyond those as athletes. “Besides developing Sports Scholars’ horizons in the sporting arena, can we also not enrich their global experience through various exchange programmes with international universities and enhance their university life in terms of their studies and holistic development?”

Dr Macfarlane hopes that the Sports Scholarship Scheme can raise awareness in society of the value of sports in young people and that there will be increased support from the University as well as the public, such as developing industry placements and more employment opportunities, which should not only focus on GPA results but also the wider contributions of team-play and leadership of the Sports Scholars.

“HKU was the first university in Hong Kong to offer sports scholarships and we are currently planning to update the scheme to continue to demonstrate that we value sporting excellence as well as academic achievement.” said President Peter Mathieson. “We are delighted to be hosting the University Grants Committee Conference entitled ‘Springboard to Success ─ Balancing University and Elite Sports’ at HKU in November 2017 to highlight international best practices in encouraging and supporting elite sportswomen and men in their university education. We want schoolgirls and boys in Hong Kong that have sporting ability as well as academic excellence to believe that the University sector in Hong Kong will value their sporting potential and support them as they continue to train and compete whilst undertaking tertiary education. No student should be forced to give up their sporting dreams in order to continue pursuing education. HKU believes in all-round education and development, and we value and respect high achievers in all walks of life.”
**ARTISTIC CYCLING**

2011 Tsang Yu Sum 慕心如 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2002 Yu Lok Chee, Rachel 余樂之 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2003 Yu Sum Yee, Samuel 余思怡 BScSc

**ATHLETICS**

2010 Au Lok Yu 區樂瑤 BScSc(Govt&Laws), LLB, PCLL
2006 Sandro Bassetto 白誠德 B Econ & Fin
2012 Chan Chi Yan 陳芷欣 BScSc(Govt&Laws)&LLB
2011 Chan Chun Yeung, Jason 陳俊揚 BSc
2011 Chan Hiu Tung, Joyce 陳瀚霖 BA, LLB, PCLL
2013 Chan Ming Tai 陳冠泰 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2015 Chan Ying Sinn 陳盈蒨 BSc(HumSc&Health)
2013 Chan Yu Tung 陳宇曈 BDS
2011 Chan Yuen Ting 陳院庭 BA
2014 Chang Lok Yi 鄭洛怡 BSc
2009 Cheng Wing Sze 鄭韋斯 BA
2012 Ryan Cheung 張海傑 MBBS, MRes(Med)
2014 Chow Wan Ki, Victoria 柯華琪 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2016 Chung Man Tung 陳俊敏 BEng
2014 Duen Pui Yee 赖思怡 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2014 Fong Kai Chuen 方啟全 BA
2010 Fong Yee Pui 方靖雅 BA
2013 Fung Wai Yee 馮慧儀 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2000 Ho Chun Man, Valerie 何誼敏 BSc, MPhil
2004 Ho Kwan Lung 何家龍 BSc(SoSci)
1997 Hung Lai Hong, Wendy 洪麗紅 BScSc
2014 Lau Hiu Yu, Hilda 劉曉瑜 MBBS
2002 Lau Hoi Lam 劉凱琳 BSc(SoSci)
2011 Lau Tsz Chin 劉芷芝 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2012 Nicholas Clarence Lau 劉嘉豪 BA(ArchScd)
2012 Lee Ming Wai, Katie 李明慧 BBA(IBGM)
2017 Leung Dun Pok 梁敏邦 B Nurs
2014 Leung Hoi Yin, Jamie 梁惠婷 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2001 Leung Ka Kit, Gordon 梁家傑 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2006 Leung Sheung Yan 梁思賢 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2001 Mok Yu Ka, Joanna 莫與嘉 BSc(CIS)
2008 Ng Hin Kan 伍國勤 BSc
2006 Ng Shuk Shan, Leslie 劉淑珊 BJ
2014 Ngan Tsz Cheung 劉子祥 BEng(EE)
2010 Pang Chi Ling, Rebecca 彭梓玲 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2015 Juliet Reuven 周敏 BScSc
2017 Rajagopal Kavin BEng
2003 So Hoi Nam 邵家南 BSc(SLM)
2010 Tsang Hoi Yan, Bernice 曾嘉敏 BJ
2001 Tsang Tsing 曾正 BSc(SLM)
2013 Somphrattana Melitta Von Pflug BA&BE(Eng&Ed)-Eng
2010 Wong Hiu Yan 汪曉茵 LLB, PCLL
2017 Wong Hoi Tung 黃慧敏 BEng
2007 Wong Ka Hang, Dobie 黃嘉樂 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2012 Wong Sai Wa 王琛威 BEng(ME)
2012 Wong Wai Chung Nestor 黃耀琦 BNurs
2014 Yan Hoi Tung, Abby 葉洛怡 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2015 Yeung Lok Hei, Hazel 葉洛希 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2014 Yeung Man Wai, Cecilia 楊文蔚 BBA
2007 Yu Chi Siu 于子騏 BEng(Civ-EnvE)
2009 Yu Wing Hay, Heidi 余鴻熙 MBBS

**ARCHERY**

2009 Poon Koon Ming 潘冠明 BDS

**ATHLETICS AND BADMINTON**

2010 Woo Wing Tung 胡泳彤 B Econ & Fin
2013 Law Ka Man, Evelyn 陸嘉敏 BSc(Exercise&Health)

**BASEBALL**

2000 Chan Sheung Kiu 陳翔超 BScSc
2013 Law Ka Man, Evelyn 陸嘉敏 BScSc
2016 Chan Yuen Kiu 陳沅凱 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2002 Cheung Chi Cheuk, Cedric 張智卓 BBA
2007 Michelle Cheung 張皓筠 MBBS
2013 Chiong Hoi Yan 張凱欣 BA(UrbanStud)
2014 Chu Chun Yin 朱德義 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2009 Ho Chun Tung 何家龍 BFin
2017 Ip Shuk Tin, Tina 葉樂天 MBBS
2002 Jie Ely Ni 余樂之 BSc(SL)
2009 Kong Hiu Hung, Sarah 劉嘉敏 BP Pharm, M Clin Pharm
2003 Kwok Sau Foon 郭秀文 BA
2016 Lam Ching Yuet 林政浩 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2014 Lam Suet Ying 林善盈 BSc(Surv)
2003 Lau Ying Kai 梁德敏 BEng(BSE)
2004 Lee Chun 李卓 MBBS
2015 Leung Chun Hei 梁智希 BEng(CivE)
2008 Leung Kwan Ki, Kathy 梁詠詩 B Econ & Fin, MSc(ConstProjectMan)
2004 Leung Wing Hei 梁永儀 B Econ & Fin
2011 Cindy Li 李欣怡 B Econ & Fin
2017 Lo Tsun Kiu, 黃穎健 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2009 Lung Chui Man 龍翠汶 BSc
2006 Mak Ngai Kan, Kenny 倪智勤 B Econ & Fin, PCLL
2006 Ng Ling Yan, Lemuella 劉麗恩 BScSc(Govt&Laws), LLB, PCLL
2016 Ng Wan Hin 梁曉軒 BEng
2005 Siu Ching Man, Jenny 梁靖雯 BSc(SL)
1997 Tung Chau Man, Tinny 董秋雯 BBA
2006 Wong Chi Him 黃志謙 BA
2006 Yeung King To, Derrick 楊景韜 MBBS
2007 Yu Kar Ming 余家銘 BScSc(Govt&Laws), LLB, PCLL
BASKETBALL

2001 Chan Hiu Ying 陈曉儀 BSc(SSLM)
2013 Chan See Wai, Rachael 陈思慧 BSc
2015 Chen Tse Jia, Kelly 陈子迦 BScSc
2013 Cheung Chor Ying 張楚盈 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2017 Cheung Hung Yan 張鴻欣 BDS
2011 Chung Ka Ho 鍾家豪 B Econ&Fin
2004 Fan Kai Yung, Cynthia 范彗蓉 BSc(SSLM)
2013 Stephanie Elisabeth M. L. Hellbach 謝旭  BBA(Acc&Fin)
2003 Hui Chi Hang 許志恒 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2009 Hui Chung Ki 許繼基 BScSc
2008 Kong Kam Man 江鈞文 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2005 Kwong Suk Ching 鄭淑清 BBA(Acc&Fin), MPA
2001 Lam Yui 林韋 BSc(SSLM)
2008 Lau Wing Man 劉展文 BSc
2014 Lee Wing Yee 李展儀 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2008 Leung Sze Wing 梁梓營 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2013 Lo Chi Kin 盧智健 BEng
2013 Pang Hiu Yan, Sharon 彭智嫦 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2005 Shangguan Muyun 上官牧云 BSc
2012 Sin Chung Hin, Joanne 池嘉樺 BA
2011 Tong Chi Ting 鄧榮傑 BEng(IETM)
2003 Tse Yuk 謝旭 BBA(IS)
2011 Wan Tsz Fung 溫柏豐 BEng(LESCM)
2011 Wong Shuk Man 黃淑文 BEng(CivE)
2007 Wong Yau Tin 王宇天 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2010 Yan Siu Chun 楊兆俊 BSc
2012 Yee Hon Fai, Andy 易漢暉 MBBS
2003 Yeung Tsz Kwong 葉梓光 BEcon&Fin
1998 Yung Kam Wah 翁金輝 BBA

CYCLING

2007 Chau Wai Man 周偉文 BSc
2013 Kendall Lauren Kruger BSc(Exercise&Health)
1998 Leung Jark Cheung 梁澤新 BBA
2016 Li Michelle 李梓盈 BDS

EQUESTRIAN

2013 Leung Jark Cheung 梁澤新 BBA
1998 Li Michelle 李梓盈 BDS

FENCING

2016 Cham Shun Wo, Tong 唐順 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2011 Chan Ho Yan 陳浩然 MBBS
2017 Chan Long Hei 陳朗海 BSc(Surv)
2009 Natalie Jennifer Chan 陳嘉盈 BScSc(Govt&Laws), LLB, PCLL
2016 Chau Man Hang, Malcolm 周敏行 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2014 Cheng Hiu Lam 鄭曉霖 BScSc
2006 Cheung Long Fung 張朗方 BEng(LESCM)
2009 Cheung Man Yee 陳明怡 MBBS
2003 Cheung Yi Nei 張依妮 BSc(SSLM)
2017 Chiu Cheuk Ki 趙梓淇 BDS
2015 Choi Chun Yin, Ryan 馮俊業 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2013 Chu Ka Mong 朱家望 BScSc
2014 Ho Cheuk Suen, Circle 何卓煇 BArch(Stud)
2014 Ho Long Sze, Kelly 何朗詩 BJ
2015 Lau Cheuk Yu 劉卓瑩 BA
2000 Lau Kwok Kin 劉國堅 BSc(SSLM)
2017 Law Hei Tung 羅希彤 BEng(IETM)
2013 Li Sze Hou, Adrian 李思皓 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2013 Lin Yuk Hei, Coco 陸婉希 BA(IS)
2008 Man Ngo Yin 文傲然 BEng(CivE)
2006 So Wing Yin, Michelle 蘇婉芯 BBA(Law), LLB, PCLL
2012 Suen Yan, Hailey 孫欣 BBA
2000 To Pui Yin, Lisa 杜佩賢 BArch(Stud), PGDE
2009 To Suet Wa 梁頌儀 BA
2003 Wong Kam Kau, Karl 黃金球 BSc(SSLM)
2016 Yan Ho Ching 顏皓晴 BA

ICE SKATING

2002 Leung Hay Wai, Derek 梁思浩 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2013 Wei Wing Kit 魏榮傑 BSc
2003 Fong Wing Ting, Joseph 約瑟夫 BScSc, PGDE
2017 Chen Yin Kwan, Nicole 陳彥筠 BDS
2015 Lai King Chung, Sunny 黎敬中 BSc

KARATE

2007 Man Man Yee 文敏儀 MBBS, PDiplD

KENDO

2011 Chau Pui Kwan 周沛坤 BEng(Civ-EnvE)
2008 Chow Hei Man 周家敏 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2012 Chow Ka Yuet, Kathy 周家蕙 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2008 Dai Sheng Yao 戴展耀 BSc, PhD
2009 Ha Ho Yin 夏浩賢 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2014 Kwok Chin Kan 郭展勤 BEng(EE)
2009 Lau Ka Shun, Garson 劉加成 BEng(EngEd)
2011 Lee Nam Kit 李達軍 BSc
2011 Li Chi Shing 李致成 BCom&Fin
2017 Ng Pit Ching 劉必政 BBA
2003 Ng Tsz Kin 吳子堅 BEng(EngEd)
2009 Ng Yin Kwai 吳彥逵 BEng(CivE)
2007 Suen Choi Fung 孫才峯 BNurs
2009 Suen Choi Kan 孫才根 BScSc
2014 Sze Chun Lung 楊智龍 BBA(IS)
2016 Tang Man Ting 鄧敏婷 BBA
2016 Tsang Ka Lee 曾嘉莉 BArch(Stud)
2014 Wong King Yu 黃景雲 BEng(LESCM)
2017 Wong Lok Kan 楊樂勤 BA
2008 Wu Sin Lung 胡倩龍 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2016 Yeung Yi Man 楊伊文 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2009 Zhang Siu Chun 楊子光 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2007 Zhang Yang Liu 梁志民 BSc

KARATEDO

2017 Chen Yin Kwan, Nicole 陳彥筠 BDS
2015 Lai King Chung, Sunny 黎敬中 BSc

NETBALL

2007 Man Man Yee 文敏儀 MBBS, PDiplD

HANDBALL

2011 Chau Pui Kwan 周沛坤 BEng(Civ-EnvE)
2008 Chow Hei Man 周家敏 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2012 Chow Ka Yuet, Kathy 周家蕙 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2008 Dai Sheng Yao 戴展耀 BSc, PhD
2009 Ha Ho Yin 夏浩賢 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2014 Kwok Chin Kan 郭展勤 BEng(EE)
2009 Lau Ka Shun, Garson 劉加成 BEng(EngEd)
2011 Lee Nam Kit 李達軍 BSc
2011 Li Chi Shing 李致成 BCom&Fin
2017 Ng Pit Ching 劉必政 BBA
2003 Ng Tsz Kin 吳子堅 BEng(EngEd)
**SQUASH**

2006  Chiu Ho Fai 趙浩瀚 BEng(EE), MSc(Eng)(EnergyE)
2009  Fung Ji Yang 張嘉揚 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2012  Lau King Yat 劉冠榮 BA(UrbanStud)
2001  Lee Shiu Wai, Pamela 李小慧 BBA(Acc&Fin), MBA
2006  Li Ping Hei 李秉閣 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2006  Lo Hiu Shun 蘇耀漢 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2001  Man Pui Kei, Angela 文珮琪 BCom&Fin, MSW, MSocSc
2014  Tong Tsz Chun 唐子健 BCom&Fin
2008  Yip Tsun Yuen, Tony 葉俊源 LLB, PCLL

**SWIMMING AND ATHLETICS**

2009  Au-Yeung Chun Yu 欧陽俊瀚 BA(ArchStud), MArch

**Cover Story**

**ORIENTEERING**

2006  Fung Kai Wing, Charmaine 馮凱琳 LLB, MPhil, PhD
2012  Lo Tsz Ming 劉俊銘 BDS
2007  Man Chi Kin 萬智健 MBBS

**ROLLER SKATING**

2006  Cheung Hoi Man, Mirana 張凱雯 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2001  Ng Ka Bo, Jan 吴家寶 BSocSc, MBA

**RUGBY**

2013  Claire Lucy Elizabeth Forster BSc(Exercise&Health)
2011  Natasha Shangwe Olson-Thorne 高香慧 BSc(Exercise&Health)

**SAILING**

1995  Tung Chun Mei, Lusela 董慧蘭 BBA(Acc&Fin)

**SQUASH**

2006  Chiu Ho Fai 蔣浩瀚 BEng(EE), MSc(Eng)(EnergyE)
2009  Choi Wing Yiu, John 鄭永發 BSocSc
2009  Fung Ji Yang 張嘉揚 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2014  Lau King Yat 劉冠榮 BA(UrbanStud)
2001  Lee Shiu Wai, Pamela 李小慧 BBA(Acc&Fin), MBA
2006  Li Ping Hei 李秉閣 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2006  Lo Hiu Shun 蘇耀漢 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2001  Man Pui Kei, Angela 文珮琪 BCom&Fin, MSW, MSocSc
2014  Tong Tsz Chun 唐子健 BCom&Fin
2008  Yip Tsun Yuen, Tony 葉俊源 LLB, PCLL

**SWIMMING AND ATHLETICS**

2009  Au-Yeung Chun Yu 欧陽俊瀚 BA(ArchStud), MArch

**TABLE TENNIS**

2013  Chiu Chung Hei 趙瑋熙 LLB
2007  Chor Ming Yeung 吳明揚 BSc, MSc
2009  Hui Lai Ying 許麗盈 BBA
2015  Hung Daryl 劉文凱 BDS
2016  Hung Fan Tsun, Francis 孔繁偉 BDS
2012  Lam Tsun Hang, Jonathan 林浩健 MBBS
2003  Lau Tsang 劉健 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2005  Lau Ying 劉綺 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2013  Lee Yin Hang, Jeffrey 李彥衡 BBA(Law)&LLB
2012  Li Chung Hei, Enoch 李忠傑 BA(ArchStud)
2011  Li Kwun Ngai, Vincent 李冠龍 BCom&Fin
2009  Li Yuen Yu, Yuko 李苑宇 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2013  Ng Ka Yee 葉嘉儀 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2015  Tang Hoi Yen 鄧麗仁 BBA(Law)&LLB
2015  Tang Yui Hong 鄧睿匡 BDS
2002  To Choi Sze 杜彩詩 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2010  Wong Shing Chung, Anthony 黃承聰 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2004  Wong Siu Cheung 黃兆祥 BSocSc(Govt&Laws), LLB
2008  Yuen Chui Mei, Mabel 殷翠薇 BBA(Acc&Fin)

**SOCCER**

2015  Adam Rene Man-Yin Boulanger BBA(Law)&LLB
2016  Chan Wai Lok, Rico 陳偉樂 BA
2013  Chan Ho Mang, Joshua 陳浩南 BSc
2011  Chan Siu Kwan, Philip 鄭肇鈞 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2015  Cheung Chun Lok, Johnny 張俊皓 BA
2016  Cheung Wai Sing 張煒星 BCom&Fin
2009  Chung Hon Chee 鍾漢池 BSocSc
2002  Fung Ka Ki 馮嘉熙 BSc(SSLM)
2017  Gurung Sijan 古龍斯正 BEng
2017  Ho Chun Ting 何振廷 BBA
2007  Hui Ting Hang, Alfred 許廷WebKit DSS
2014  Ip Ching 葉澄 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2014  Lai Kak Yi 黎柏賢 BEng(CivE)
2015  Law Ho Ching 羅浩澄 BBA(Law)&LLB
2005  Lee Chun Pong 李鎧邦 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2012  Lee Hiu Fai 李曉輝 BEng(ELEC)
2012  Lee Ho Wo 李浩和 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2015  Lu Ching Yu 陸政翰 BEng(EE)
2016  Luk Kin Ming 陸建鴻 BA
2008  Jaimes Anthony McKee 麥基 BSc(Exercise&Health)
1999  Poon Chun Yu 潘振宇 BEng&Fin
2008  Sin Man Ho 冼文浩 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2016  Tsang Chun Yung Trevor 陳勇俊 BSc(IM)
2010  Philip Michael To 杜瑞鴻 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2014  Wong Tsz Chung 王子聰 BEng(ME)
2015  Yip Ching Fung 葉澄峰 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2017  Yu Ching Chun 葉程撝 BSc

**SPEED SKATING**

2004  Chan Suet Ying 陳雪瑩 BBA(Law)

**TENNIS AND ATHLETICS**

2012  Hui Wai Hei, Ricky 許浩然 BSc(Exercise&Health)

**TENNIS**

2016  Chan Chak Lam 陳澤霖 BSocSc(Govt&Laws)&LLB
2015  Chan Man Kit Shin 陳文傑 BEng&Fin
2005  Cheung Chung Yee, Gary 張仲斌 BDS
2008  Cheung Man Hei, Monique 張文希 BBA
2005  Cheung Wing Shan, Joanne 張穎琳 BJ
1996  Chung Sing Fook, Rudy 陳錦輝 LLB, PCLL, LLM(ChineseLaw)
2008  Hui Man Sze 許敏思 BBA(Law), LLB, PCLL
2010  Joshua Suriyan Kanjanapas 黃瑞欣 BBA(Law), LLB, PCLL
2001  Lam Po Kuen, Polly 林寶賢 BSocSc
2017  Lam Wing Kiu 林詠蕎 BSc
2017  Law Ka Wai, Wesley 劉家豪 LLB
2015  Law Wing Chun 劉穎津 BSc(Surv)
2017  Lee Wai Leuk, Alan 李偉傑 BBA
2011  Li Ho Yi, Jessica 李曉怡 BSc(Exercise&Health)
2005  Ling Tsz Him, 麥子健 MBBS
2003  Lo Kai Ho, Keith 劉啟豪 BSc(SSLM)
2007  Anthea Look 陸嘉豪 BBA
2006  Tsang Tsz Man, Melda 曾子健 BBA(Law), LLB
2009  Ambrose Wong 黃彥 BBA(Acc&Fin)
2009  Wong Yat Sing 黃展揚 BSc
2006  Yu Sze Wai, Sarah 余思睿 BA